**Quiz: Review Options:**

The quiz review options determine what information students will be shown from the quiz when they review their past attempts and during the attempt in adaptive mode.

Review options can be found in the **quiz settings** page. Expand the review options and you'll find the following matrix.
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**NOTE:** Typically, instructors will set the review options to allow students to see "Marks" or the points after completion of the quiz, but not the "Right answer". This prevents possible sharing of the correct answers before the quiz is close, but allows students to see the score on their attempt.

The options for what students can access are:

- **The attempt** how the student responded to each question.
- **Whether correct** whether the students response to each question is correct or incorrect.
- **Marks** the marks or points awarded to the student and the grade for the quiz. This will show the overall score for the attempt.
- **Specific feedback** (if set) feedback for the response to the answer as set when adding the question to the quiz. Each response to a question can have feedback for both correct and incorrect answers.
- **General feedback** (if set) feedback for the whole question as set when adding the question to the quiz. You can use the general feedback to give students some background to what knowledge the question was testing.
- **Right answer** the correct answer to each question, whether the student answered correctly or not (See note below).
- **Overall feedback** (if set) feedback for the entire quiz as set in the quiz settings

**NOTE:** To see these descriptions in the settings click on the question mark icon beside each under the "During the attempt."

If you are using adaptive mode or you need some general help setting up these review options, feel free to contact your college's instructional technology consultant.
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